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EPIDEMIOLOGY

In the United States, the Surgeon General 
estimates that there are 100,000 to 180,000 
deaths annually from PE and has declared that 
PE is the most common preventable cause of 
death among hospitalized patients



• The hospital mortality rate from acute PE is 2–5% once the diagnosis of embolism 
is confirmed and appropriate therapy initiated

• In patients who initially present with hemodynamic impairment and those with 
recurring PE despite therapy, in whom mortality rates are much higher. 

• the majority of deaths related to embolism appear to arise from a failure to prevent 
the disease in at-risk patients and from a failure to make the diagnosis in those 
afflicted. 



clinical presentations 

Dyspnea at rest or with exertion (73 percent)

Pleuritic pain (66 percent)

Cough (37 percent)

Orthopnea (28 percent)

Calf or thigh pain and/or swelling (44 percent)

Wheezing (21 percent)

Hemoptysis (13 percent)



transient or persistent arrhythmias (eg, atrial 
fibrillation)

<10%

presyncope <10%

syncope <10%

hemodynamic collapse <10%

Hoarsness(Ortner syndrome) rare



Tachypnea (54 percent)

Calf or thigh swelling, erythema, edema, 
tenderness, palpable cords

(47 percent)

Tachycardia (24 percent)

Rales (18 percent)

Decreased breath sounds (17 percent) 

An accentuated pulmonic component of the 
second heart sound

(15 percent)

Jugular venous distension (14 percent)

Fever, mimicking pneumonia (3 percent)



• Although upper extremity DVT (UEDVT) embolizes less commonly than 
lower extremity DVT, symptoms of UEDVT ( arm pain or tightness) should 
also raise the suspicion of PE



INITIAL APPROACH

Assess hemodynamic stability

• Hemodynamically unstable PE, ie, high-risk or "massive" PE

• Hemodynamically stable PE



Determining the pretest probability of pulmonary 
embolism

1) Wells score  and Modified Wells score

2) Modified Geneva score

3)  Years algorithm 







wells score vs Geneva score

• main difference between two rules is that the Wells score used ‘‘no 
alternative diagnosis’’ as a major score items. ‘‘No alternative diagnosis’’ can 
discriminate the PE patients which not included the high PE risk, such as 
surgery, previous DVT/PE, and malignancy



• Wells criteria have best validated in outpatients presenting with suspected 
PE. However, one study of hospitalized patients, reported a sensitivity and 
specificity of 72 and 62 percent, respectively 

• they may not be as accurate in older or critically ill patients

• two-tiered system: patients are likely (score >4) or unlikely (score ≤4)

• three-tiered classification of low, intermediate, and high probability

• Low (score <2)

• Intermediate (score 2 to 6)

• high probability (score >6)



YEARS algorithm 



wells score vs YEARS

• A retrospective study compared the Wells score with the YEARS algorithm 
and found that the YEARS algorithm was more sensitive (97 versus 74 
percent) but less specific (14 versus 34 percent) for the diagnosis of PE



D-dimer 

• Elevated plasma D-dimer levels indicate that coagulation has been activated, fibrin 
clot has formed, and clot degradation by plasmin has occurred.

• The sensitivity of the D-dimer is >80% for DVT (including isolated calf DVT) and 
>95% for PE. 

• their specificity is low, usually between 40 and 60 percent

• a normal D-dimer can be used to rule out PE in patients with a low or intermediate 
probability of PE.

• D-dimer testing is best used in conjunction with clinical probability assessment



D-Dimer  elevation 

• myocardial infarction(arterial thrombosis)

• Pneumonia(Prognostic assessment in coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)

• sepsis, 

• cancer

• postoperative state/trauma

• second or third trimester of  pregnancy. 

• age >50 years

• renal dysfunction [estimated glomerular filtration rate <60 mL/min/1.73 m2])

• Liver disease



Adjusted D-dimer

• D-dimer levels rise with age

• Age (if over 50 years) x 10 = cutoff value in ng/mL (fibrinogen 
equivalent units)

• low probability or low intermediate probability for PE.

• They should not be used in those with high-probability or 
intermediate-high-probability for PE.







The pulmonary embolism rule out criteria (PERC rule)*[1]

Age <50 years

Heart rate <100 bpm

Oxyhemoglobin saturation ≥95%

No hemoptysis

No estrogen use

No prior DVT or PE

No unilateral leg swelling

No surgery/trauma requiring hospitalization within the prior four weeks



• PERC rule — identify patients with a low clinical probability of PE in whom 
the risk of unnecessary testing outweighs the risk of PE

• In patients with a low probability of PE who fulfill all eight criteria, the 
likelihood of PE is sufficiently low that further testing is not indicated



• Computed tomography pulmonary angiography

• first-choice diagnostic imaging modality because it is sensitive and specific for the 
diagnosis of PE

• cTPA may be relatively contraindicated in patients with a history of moderate to 
severe iodinated contrast allergy or renal insufficiency (eGFR <30 mL/min per 1.73 
m2)

• Most studies report that CTPA is >90 percent sensitive and specific for the 
diagnosis of PE



• cTPA is traditionally considered most accurate for the detection of large, 
main, lobar, and segmental PE, and less accurate for the detection of 
smaller, peripheral subsegmental PE

• there is a risk of PE in those with a negative CTPA and a high clinical 
suspicion for PE (up to 5 percent when a ≤64 detector row multidetector CT 
[MDCT] is used), such that further testing may need to be considered



• Ventilation perfusion scan — V/Q scanning is mostly reserved for patients 
in whom CTPA is contraindicated or inconclusive, or when additional testing 
is needed.

• A normal chest radiograph is usually required prior to V/Q scanning



PIOPED, V/Q scans were reported as one of the following 

•Normal

•Low-probability PE

•Intermediate-probability PE

•High-probability PE

Most patients have indeterminate scans, which is the major limitation of V/Q 
scanning since an indeterminate scan is insufficient to either confirm or exclude the 
diagnosis of PE,



• the proportion of patients whose scans fall into a nondiagnostic category is 
much higher in patients with COPD

• sing chest CTPA or single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)-
V/Q





HEMODYNAMICALLY UNSTABLE 
PATIENTS

A small percentage of patients with PE present with hemodynamic instability 
or shock (approximately 8 percent, high-risk or "massive" PE)





The most useful initial test in this situation is bedside TTE, which will yield evidence of acute 
RV dysfunction

In a highly unstable patient, echocardiographic evidence of RV dysfunction is sufficient to 
prompt immediate reperfusion without further testing

TEE direct visualization of thrombi in the pulmonary artery and its main branches, especially 
in patients with RV dysfunction. TEE should be cautiously performed in hypoxaemic patients



Moreover, bedside CUS can detect proximal DVT

As soon as the patient is stabilized using supportive treatment, final 
confirmation of the diagnosis by CT angiography should be sough
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